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WINE PER GLASS           R20
Sauvignon Blanc
Chenin Blanc
Natural Sweet Rose
Shiraz / Rose
Cabernet
Shiraz              

SPARKLING WINES PER BOTTLE

        
Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel

           

R245

Nederburg Brut

            

R140

JC Le Roux La Domaine

           

R125

WHITE WINES PER BOTTLE

         
SIMONSVLEI SAUVIGNON BLANC

        

R39
A typical Sauvignon Blanc with whiffs of green pepper, fig and gooseberry to tropical fruit.
Light to medium-bodied wine, very fresh,zippy and dry.

HERCULES PARAGON SAUVIGNON BLANC
      

R100

SIMONSVLEI CHENIN BLANC
         

R35
A typical Chenin Blanc with ripe tropical fruit aromas, especially guava and pineapple,
complemented by whiffs of lemon. Good balance of fruit and acidity, followed by a fresh,
zesty finish.

SIMONSVLEI CHARDONNAY         R39

VANILLA POT CHARDONNAY         R50

          
SIMONSVLEI NATURAL SWEET ROSE

Candy floss, strawberry and raspberry flavours on the nose follow through onto the palate.

R32

berry tang with a charming pink colour.

WINE LIST

Lightly wooded for the perfect balance.An elegant white wine with flavours of fresh
lemons, limes, ripe peaches and apricots on the palate.

Smoky vanilla flavours dominate with hints of spice, coconut and tropical fruit.

SIMONSVLEI SHIRAZ ROSE R39
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RED WINES PER BOTTLE         
          

SIMONSVLEI CABERNET R39
Medium-bodied wine with mint and cigar box flavours on the nose. The wine has a
very typical Cabernet character. Wood is very subtle.

        

HERCULES PARAGON CABERNET R100
          

TOFFEE CHUNK SYRAH
          

R60

WINE LIST

SIMONSVLEI MERLOT/CABERNET R39
A medium-bodied blend in a light style. Mulberry, mineral and herb flavours on the nose.
The Cabernet Sauvignon is rounded off by the softer Merlot. Excellent balance of fruit
and wood. 

SIMONSVLEI SHIRAZ R39
A medium-bodied, wood-matured red wine. Typical Shiraz flavours on the nose,
while strong berry flavours follow through onto the palate. A versatile wine,
enjoyable with a variety of red meat dishes.

SIMONSVLEI PINOTAGE R39
A medium-bodied red wine made from the well known grape varietal that is
uniquely South African. A well balanced wine, boasting ripe plum flavours.

JA-MOCHA PINOTAGE R60
A well balanced fruity wine with expressing overtones of dark chocolate and
toasted coffee beans.

Toffee Chunk originated from the toffee characters associated with the unique
maturation of this wine. Very distinct Toffee aromas dominate followed by a
smokiness and an extended berry finish that follows through onto the palate.

R100HERCULES PARAGON SMCV 
Shiraz/Mouvedre/Cinsaut/Viognier
Soft vanilla and spicy flavour finishing off with ripe dark fruits.

          R150HERCULES PARAGON SHIRAZ / CABERNET
Notes of dark fruit, spice and cigar box character. Pleasant juice tannins on the 
palate and full rich flavours. After taste consists of fruit and oak well integrated. 


